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Abstract. A numerical method based on the all-speed approach is proposed to calculate

low Mach number separated and unsteady �ows. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved

on hybrid and non-hybrid unstructured meshes. The results are compared with analytical

solutions and experimental data available in the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Among the numerous numerical methods than can be considered to deal with low Mach

number �ows (Chorin, 1967; Chang and Kwak, 1984; Bruel, Karmed and Champion, 1996),

the all speed method, proposed by Dourado and Azevedo (1999) has proved to be able to deal

with both internal and external steady �ows. The objective of the present study is to validate

this method for both viscous and unsteady �ows. To do so, the proposed algorithm is applied



to calculate i) the laminar con�ned �ow past a backward facing step and ii) the �ow over an

oscillating plate (second Stokes' problem). In the former case, a special attention is devoted

to the use of an hybrid mesh which combines triangular control volumes in the recirculating

zones and quadrangular elements elsewhere, following in that respect the approach proposed

by Dourado and Azevedo (1999) in the case of boundary layer �ows.

2. THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL FORMULATION

Only a brief overview of the all speed method is given here. A detailed description can

be found in Dourado and Azevedo (1999; 1996) and Martins (1994). The 2-D Navier-Stokes

equations are considered in the present study, namely:

∫
V

∂Q

∂t
dV +

∮
S

(Ee~ı+ Fe~) · ~ndS =
∮
S

(Ev~ı+ Fv~) dS , (1)

where Q is the vector of unknowns i.e.:

Q = {ρ, ρu, ρv, e}T , (2)

Ee and Fe are the convective �uxes and Ev and Fv are the viscous terms, respectively. These

equations are supplemented by the gasdynamic equation for the total energy e given by:

e =
p

γ − 1
+

1

2
ρ
(
u2 + v2

)
, (3)

where p is the static pressure, ρ is the density, u and v are the Cartesian components of

the velocity vector and γ is the adiabatic coe�cient of gas. The main idea behind the all-

speed method ( Dourado and Azevedo (1999; 1996), Martins (1994) and Chen and Pletcher

(1991)) is to change the set of dependent variables from Q to q = {p, u, v, T}T where T is

the temperature. Thus, adopting this strategy implies that Eq. 1 has to be re-written as:

∫
V
D∂q
∂t
dV +

∮
S

(Ee~ı+ Fe~) · ~ndS =
∮
S

(Ev~ı+ Fv~) dS , (4)

where D = ∂Q/∂q is the Jacobian matrix associated with the change of variables. Finally,

Eq. 4 is dealt with by using a strategy adapted to unstructured grids that can be either

hybrid (triangles and quadrangles) or of a single type (triangles or quadrangles). In the

latter case, the numerical treatment of Eq. 4 is similar to that reported by Dourado and

Azevedo (1999; 1996) and Mavriplis (1990). The solution is advanced in time by using a

�ve-stage second-order Runge-Kutta method. The recourse to hybrid meshes (Mavriplis

(1998; 1995) ) is justi�ed whenever the regions of the �ow where large gradients are present

possess a preferential direction as it is the case for instance, for boundary layer �ows.

For such hybrid meshes, it is necessary to explain how the unstructured mesh technique,

relying on an edge-based data structure is implemented in a cell vertex unstructured grid



context. In the framework of the present �nite volume approach, a control volume must be

de�ned around each node at which the balance equations are solved. To be more speci�c, let

us consider the node j shown in Fig. 1, and which is surrounded by quadrangular elements.

The control volume V_Qj associated with this node is de�ned by all these four quadrangular

elements, and the related control surface is indicated in the �gure with dotted lines. Similarly,

control volumes V_Hi, V_Qk and V_hl can be de�ned around the nodes i, k and l.

Considering now the edges that belong to the control surfaces, it appears that, for instance,

the oriented edge referred to as E1 in Fig. 1 is shared by the triangular element placed

�at the right� of this edge and by the quadrangular element located �at the left� of this

edge. Consequently, the �ux across E1 contributes to the �ux balance of three control

volumes, namely V_Qj, V_Qk and V_Hi, whereas for edge E2 which is shared by only

two triangular elements, the edge �ux contributes to the �ux balance of two control volumes

only, namely V_Hi and V_hl. Thus, the number of volumes which are in�uenced by each

edge �ux depends on the type of elements that are sharing that particular edge and is highly

dependent on the grid topology.
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Figure 1: Example of edge-based, hybrid grid, �ux calculation.

3. TEST CASES

3.1. Backward facing step �ow

The �rst test case considered is the case of the laminar �ow past a backward facing step

studied experimentally by Armaly et al. (1983). For such a �ow geometry, an hybrid mesh

has been chosen because this �ow is known to feature both boundary layer type regions

and recirculating zones. Consequently, quadrangular elements are preferable in the former

regions whereas triangular elements are more suited in the latter regions. An example of the

hybrid mesh adopted to discretize the physical domain is shown in Fig. 2. The comparison



with the experimental results is performed for a Reynolds number value equal to 400 based

on the inlet channel height and the inlet bulk velocity.
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Figure 2: Backward facing step �ow: Details of the 6001-node and 9297-element hybrid mesh
(h = 5.2 mm).

The size of the computational domain is the same as the one chosen by Armaly et al. (1983)

for the numerical part of their study. This corresponds to an inlet channel length equal to

�ve reference length and an outlet channel length equal to thirty-�ve reference length, the

reference length being taken equal to the inlet channel height ( h = 5.2 mm). A parabolic

Poiseuille-like velocity pro�le and a constant temperature are imposed at the entrance of

the inlet channel, with a Mach number equal to 0.05. No-slip conditions are imposed at the

solid walls and a �xed pressure level, poutlet = pref is prescribed at the channel outlet section

where the other variables are extrapolated. Finally, the �ow is considered to be initially at

rest.

3.2. Second Stokes' problem

The unsteady �ows represent another class of �ows that are of considerable interest in the

engineering �eld. Along these lines, we have investigated the capabilities of the present

numerical scheme to cope with a �ow unsteadiness by assessing its capability to predict the

time varying velocity �eld generated by an oscillating plate (Second Stokes' problem) for

which there exists an analytical solution given by (Schlichting, 1979):

Ua (u, t) = U0 ∗ e−η ∗ cos (n ∗ t− η) (5)



with the dimensionless variable η de�ned by:

η = y

√
n

2 ∗ ν
, (6)

where n = 2 ∗ π ∗ f , y is the coordinate normal to the plate, f the frequency of oscillation,

U0 the maximum velocity amplitude and t the time. For all cases, U0 is taken equal to 1.0

m/s. Four di�erent values of the frequency f of the plate oscillation have been considered

i.e. 10, 100, 200 and 500 Hz. Examples of the meshes used for such a case are given in Fig.

3.
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Figure 3: Second Stokes' problem, view of the two 121x49-node meshes used: left �Mesh 1�,
for f = 10, 100, 200 and 500 Hz; right �Mesh 2�, for f = 500 Hz.

Periodic boundary conditions are used in the direction of the plate oscillation, a no slip

condition is enforced at the plate and the �ow is supposed to be at rest at the upper boundary.

Finally, stagnation conditions are taken as initial conditions.

In both test cases, the �uid used is air, the initial pressure and the temperature are

pref = 1.01325×105 Pa and 288 K, respectively. Under these conditions, the �uid kinematic

viscosity is equal to 1.44× 10−5m2/s.

All meshes used in this work have been generated by the EMC2 software (Saltel and

Hecht, 1995) which is able to generate fully unstructured hybrid grids.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Backward facing step �ow

The vectors velocity plot together with the associated streamlines are shown in Fig. 4,

where it is possible to see in detail the re-attachment region. A quadrilateral elements in

the boundary layer of the recirculation zone has been also tested without any signi�cant



in�uence on the velocity �eld and thus a fully triangular grid has been retained for this zone.

The dimensionless value of the streamwise abscissa of the reattachment point obtained with

the present calculations is X = 7.76 to be compared with the value of X = 8.36 obtained

by Armaly et al. (1983). This corresponds to a di�erence of 7.8% in the re-attachment

point location, which can be considered as a good result for the present calculations. The

recirculation region near the step corner, which is particularly di�cult to detect, is well

captured by the present algorithm. The corresponding pressure contours associated with the

velocity �eld are shown in Fig. 5, where it is possible to see the pressure drop captured by

the method and the smooth pressure distribution observed far from the step corner. The

pressure oscillations are very weak and do not in�uence signi�cantly the converged solution.
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Figure 4: Backward facing step �ow (Re = 400): contours of the dimensionless velocity
~U/uref and related streamlines (uref = 17 m/s).
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Figure 5: Backward facing step �ow (Re = 400): dimensionless pressure contours (p =
p̃/ρrefu

2
ref ).

These limited but encouraging comparisons show clearly that the all-speed method com-

bined with an hybrid mesh approach is able to capture the gross properties of a separated

�ow, thus extending the variety of �ows that this method can deal with.

4.2. Second Stokes' problem

A comparison between the analytical solution and the numerical results, obtained with the

same mesh (�mesh 1�), are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. The comparison with the analytical
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Figure 6: Second Stokes' problem, velocity pro�les for some phase angles: left, for f = 10
Hz; right, for f = 100 Hz (mesh 1).

solution are performed when one complete cycle of oscillation has been completed in order

to avoid any interference that could stem from the transient evolution associated with the

prescription of the initial conditions. A good agreement is observed, especially for the low

frequency cases for which the di�usion layer is correctly resolved.
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Figure 7: Second Stokes' problem, velocity pro�les for some phase angles: left, for f = 200
Hz; right, for f = 500 Hz (mesh 1).

The accuracy of the numerical solution is becoming poor when f increases (Fig. 7 ) because,

in that case, the thin associated di�usion layer, which is becoming thinner, is not resolved

properly by the mesh. Consequently, in order to resolve properly this thinner di�usion layer

a new mesh has been used (�mesh 2�) with the same number of elements as �mesh 1� but

with a larger re�nement in the vicinity of the plate to obtain the same layer element density

as the one obtained previously with �mesh 1� for f = 10 Hz. The results obtained with this



new mesh for f = 500 Hz (Fig. 8) put into evidence, again, a very good agreement between

the analytical solution and the numerical results.

Such a sensitivity of the accuracy of the numerical solution to the mesh density is illus-

trated in Fig. 9 by the evolution of the residue L de�ned by:

L =

√√√√nn∑
i=1

|Ua − Uni|
2 , (7)

where nn is the total number of nodes of the mesh, Ua is the analytical solution given

by �Eq. (5)� and Un is the numerical solution. For �mesh 1�, the residue appears to be

an increasing function of the frequency f . With a re�ned mesh (mesh 2) a noticeable

improvement of the accuracy of the solution is obtained as it is shown for a frequency

f = 500 Hz of the plate oscillation.
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Figure 8: Second Stokes' problem, ve-
locity pro�les for some phase angles: for
f = 500 Hz (mesh 2).
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The analysis of the results presented here shows that the all speed method is able to deal

with �uid �ows at very low Mach number. The spatial and the temporal accuracy of the

proposed method is adapted to deal with separated �ows and unsteady �ows.

The drawback of this explicit time marching method is that it does not allow the use of a

large value of the CFL number. This characteristic may cause a prohibitive computational

overhead if one attempts to employ this method to accurately resolve low frequency physical

phenomena. In that case, an implicit time marching procedure should be combined with the

present all-speed approach.
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